Sophomore Presentation Rubric

Introduction: 2 1
- Introduces self to audience
- Speaks clearly & with good eye contact

Body:
Informational details are clear & logical 5 4 3 2 1
A. Family/Self/Goals
B. Best Works
C. Awards, Sports, Clubs, Activities
D. Job Interview
E. Service Hours

Mannerisms: 5 4 3 2 1
A. Eye Contact
B. Voice (variation, volume, rate)
C. Posture/gesture
D. Poise
E. Avoids fillers (uhms, uhs, ands)

Conclusion: 2 1
- Thanks the audience for listening
- Asks if there are any questions

Time (4 minute presentation) 5 4 3 2 1
- 5 = within 10 seconds (3:50-4:10)
- 4 = within 25 seconds (3:35-4:25)
- 3 = within 40 seconds (3:20-4:40)
- 2 = within 1 minute (3:00-5:00)
- 1 = within 1 ½ minutes (2:30-5:30)

Total Score: ____/19

*If a student earns a 70% or above, the percentage is entered; if not, they may get up to 2 more chances to better their score.